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Monoidal t-norm based logic
Fuzzy reasoning includes a number of important inference methods for addressing uncer-
tainty. This line of fuzzy reasoning forms a common logical foundation in various fields,
such as fuzzy logic control and artificial intelligence. The full implication triple I method (a
method only based on implication, TI method for short) for fuzzy reasoning is proposed in
1999 to improve the popular CRImethod (a hybridmethod based on implication and compo-
sition). The current paper delves further into the TI method, and a sound logical foundation
is set for the TI method based on the monoidal t-norm based logical system MTL.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
It is well known that the most basic inference forms in classical logic are modus ponens (MP) and modus tollens (MT):
MP: From a rule A → B and an input A infer an output B;
MT: From a rule A → B and an input ¬B infer an output ¬A,
where A and B are crisp propositions, and ¬A (¬B) is the negation of A (B).
If fuzzy propositions are used to replace the crisp ones in the rules and inputs, and the outputs are fuzzy propositions B∗
and A∗ respectively, then the corresponding inference forms are the so-called fuzzy modus ponens (FMP) and fuzzy modus
tollens (FMT) (see [29,30]), respectively:
FMP: From a fuzzy rule A → B and a fuzzy input A∗ infer a fuzzy output B∗;
FMT: From a fuzzy rule A → B and a fuzzy input B∗ infer a fuzzy output A∗,
where A and A∗ are two fuzzy sets on a universe X , B and B∗ are two fuzzy sets on another universe Y .
Applied areas of fuzzy reasoning often require more complex models containing more rules and more inputs than one.
Thus, vectors and products of fuzzy sets are usually used to simplify these models (see [8], or [24]).
Zadeh [29] proposed the compositional rule of inference (CRI for short) to solve the models FMP and FMT. In order to do
so, a given fuzzy rule should be translated into a fuzzy relation through some fuzzy implication. The output is then calculated
through the composition obtained from the given input and fuzzy relation.
Fuzzy reasoning has been successfully applied tomanyfields by utilizing the CRImethod.We observed that CRI is a hybrid
method based on implication and composition. As pointed out by Wang [22,23], the CRI method has some imperfections,
particularly its composition operation, which lacks clear logical sense.
Wang [22] proposed the full implication triple I method (we call it the TI method here for short) which is designed as
a revision or a supplement for the CRI method. The TI method may be more suitable to bring fuzzy reasoning within the
orbit of semantic implication. Since its introduction, a number of authors have studied the interesting inference method,
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and various results have been reported. Wang and Wang [28] investigated the non-fuzzy versions of fuzzy reasoning in the
classical logics. Song et al. [21] provided the formulas of the TI method using Zadeh’s implication.
Recently, t-norms and residuated implications have been widely used to studies of fuzzy logic and fuzzy reasoning. Pei
[13,16] systematically discussed the TI solutions to the FMP and FMT problems using a class of fuzzy implications induced
by left continuous t-norms and other important fuzzy implications. Wang and Fu [26] gave the similar results for the FMP
problem using regular implications. They also derived interesting results for the FMT problem using normal implications.
Moreover, Pei [14,15] considered the formalization problem of the TI fuzzy reasoning based on a many-sorted first order
logical system. Wang [25] discussed the same problem based on a propositional logic system. Liu and Wang [9] considered
unified forms of the generalized TImethod. Furthermore,Wang et al. [27] conducted a survey on the TImethod. Cerdana et al.
[1] investigated relationships between fuzzy description logics and t-norm based fuzzy logics. Qin and Yang [20] considered
distributive equations of implications based on nilpotent t-norms.
Existing literature reveals that several authors have considered solutions of the FMP and FMT problems, the unified
algorithms have been given based on a class of fuzzy implications. However, the formalization problem of these algorithms
should also be considered. Novák et al. [10] discussed Zadeh’s CRI methodology in the formal logical context of BL. Pei [14]
considered the formalization problem of TI algorithms of the FMP and FMT problems based on a special fuzzy logic, i.e., the
revised Kleene logic.
In a short paper [15], we considered the formalization problem of the TI algorithms of the FMP and FMT problems based
on the so-called monoidal t-norm based fuzzy logic, MTL for short (see Esteva and Godo [3]). However, only initial results
were given, and some results remain unproven.
In the current paper, we further investigate the formalization of the TI method. We try to set a sound logical foundation
for the unified TI algorithms and their consistency based on the monoidal t-norm based logical system MTL. The current
work is a natural extension of Pei [14,15].
2. Preliminaries
Let us recall some necessary knowledge at first. For more details of the related knowledge, we refer to Klir and Yuan [7],
Hájek [5], Gottwald [4], Klement et al. [6] and Wang [24].
Anorder-reversing involutionn : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is called a strongnegation. The standard strongnegation is ′ : a′ = 1−a.
A function T : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is called a t-norm if it is commutative, associative, non-decreasing and T(1, a) = a for
every a ∈ [0, 1]. A function S : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is called a t-conorm if it is commutative, associative, non-decreasing and
S(0, a) = a for every a ∈ [0, 1]. A function R : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is called a fuzzy implication if it is an extension of the
classical Boolean implication, i.e.,
R(0, 0) = R(0, 1) = R(1, 1) = 1, R(1, 0) = 0.
In fuzzy logic, four basic connectives AND, OR, NOT and IF-THEN are usually modelled by t-norms, t-conorms, strong
negations and fuzzy implications, respectively (see [4]).
In fuzzy logic, a class of important fuzzy implications are the so-called residuated implication (R-implication for short). If
T is a t-norm, then the R-implications induced by T is defined as follows:
R(a, b) = sup{c ∈ [0, 1] | T(a, c) ≤ b}, a, b ∈ [0, 1].
According to the Zadeh’s CRImethod, the solution of the FMPproblemmay be given by one of the following two formulas:
B∗(y) = sup{A∗(x) ∧ R(A(x), B(y)) | x ∈ X}, y ∈ Y (1)
B∗(y) = sup{A∗(x) · R(A(x), B(y)) | x ∈ X}, y ∈ Y (2)
where ∧ is defined by a ∧ b = min(a, b), and · is the product of real numbers.
In 1999, Wang [22] proposed the following principle for solving the FMP problems:
TI principle for FMP. The solution B∗ of the FMP problem should be the smallest fuzzy set of the universe Y such that
the following formula attains the greatest value for any x ∈ X, y ∈ Y :
(A(x) → B(y)) → (A∗(x) → B∗(y)), x ∈ X, y ∈ Y . (3)
where → is a binary operation on the unit interval [0,1].
The solution (or, an algorithm) of the FMP problem obtained by the TI principle with respect to an implication operator
R =→ is called the R-type TI solution (resp. TI algorithm) of this problem. Similarly, the solution of the problem obtained by
the CRI method with respect to R is called R-type CRI solution.
Remark.Wemay give a simple interpretation to the above stated TI principle. In the principle, we have two requirements:
(i) the formula (3) attains the greatest value for any x ∈ X, y ∈ Y , and (ii) B∗ is the smallest fuzzy set Y such that the condition
(i) holds. The first requirement guarantees that the known condition A → B sustains the new conclusion A∗ → B∗ as large as
possible, and the second requirement guarantees the inference procedure is as compact as possible, or one should sufficiently
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makeuse of the known information. In fact,we know that the greatest fuzzy set 1 ofY satisfies the condition (i), but obviously,
1 is not an ideal solution of FMP because it is independent of the known condition A → B and A∗.
The following theorem gives the greatest value of the formula (3) and the existence condition of the TI solution.
Theorem 1 (Wang [24]). (i) If R =→: [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is non-decreasing with respect to the second variable, then for each
x, y ∈ [0, 1] the greatest value of the formula (3) is
M(x, y) = (A(x) → B(y)) → (A∗(x) → 1).
(ii) If, moreover, R is right continuous with respect to the second variable, then the R-type TI solution of the FMP problem exists,
and is unique.
The following theorem gives a unified TI algorithm for a large class of fuzzy implications.
Theorem 2 (Pei [16]). Suppose that R is an R-implication induced by a left continuous t-norm T, then the R-type TI solution B∗
of the FMP problem exists, and is given by the following formula:
B∗(y) = sup{T(R(A(x), B(y)), A∗(x)) | x ∈ X}, y ∈ Y . (4)
Based on the above theorem and its proof, we can obtain many computing formulas of the TI algorithms of the FMP
problem using a special fuzzy implication (see [13]).
In the theoryof fuzzy reasoning, for comparingdifferent inferencemethods, there arenot generally acknowledgedcriteria.
But, the consistency of algorithms is the most basic requirement. This has been agreed by many authors.
Definition 1 (Wang [24]). Suppose that A and B satisfy some conditions (P). We say that an algorithm to solve the FMP
problem is P-reductive, or P-consistent, if B∗ = B whenever A∗ = A.
In particular, we say that a P-reductive algorithm is reductive, or consistent, if the condition (P) is: A is a normal fuzzy
subset of X , i.e., there is some x0 ∈ X such that A(x0) = 1.
Inmany applied areas of fuzzy reasoning, one usually takes the input A and B to be normal fuzzy sets. Hence the normality
is a reasonable and basic requirement.
It is well known that the Zadeh’s CRI algorithm is not reductive for many fuzzy implications (Wang [24]). However, for
the TI algorithms, we have the following general conclusion:
Theorem 3 (Pei [13]). If R is an R-implication induced by a left continuous t-norm T, then the R-type TI algorithm of the FMP
problem given by (4) in Theorem 2 is reductive.
Pei [13] considered the consistency of other TI algorithms.
Next, let us review the TI solutions to the FMT problem.
TI Principle for FMT (Wang [22–24]). Suppose that operator R =→ is non-increasing in the first variable, then the
solution A∗ of the FMT problem should be the greatest fuzzy set of the universe X such that the formula (3) attains the
greatest value for any x ∈ X and y ∈ Y .
The meanings of the terms such as the R-type TI (CRI) solution and the algorithm of the FMT problem are self-evident.
About the greatest value of the formula (3) and the existence condition of the TI solution of the FMT problem, we have
the following conclusion.
Theorem 4. (i) If R =→: [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is non-increasing with respect to the first variable and non-decreasing with respect
to the second variable, then for each x, y ∈ [0, 1] the greatest value of the formula (3) is
N(x, y) = (A(x) → B(y)) → (0 → B∗(y)).
(ii) If, moreover, R is left continuous with respect to the first variable, then the R-type TI solution of the FMT problem exists, and
is unique.
Proof. (i) is trivial. Now we prove (ii). Denote
A = {C ∈ F(X) | (A(x) → B(y)) → (C(x) → B∗(y)) = N(x, y), x ∈ X, y ∈ Y},
where the set F(X) consists of all fuzzy sets of the universe X .
Let A∗ = ∨{C | C ∈ A}. We only need to prove that there is some C0 ∈ A such that A∗ = C0.
In fact, if there is not such an C0 ∈ A, then there are a sequence of fuzzy sets {C1, C2, . . .} in A such that Cn(x) < A∗(x)
for all positive integer n and any x ∈ X , and
A∗(x) = lim
n→∞ Cn(x).
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This shows that A∗(x) is the left limit of the sequence {Cn(x)}. Since R(·, y) is left continuous, and Cn ∈ A, we obtain
(A(x) → B(y)) → (A∗(x) → B∗(y)) = N(x, y).
Hence A∗ ∈ A. This contraries to the hypothesis.
Obviously, A∗ is the R-type TI solution of the FMT problem. 
The following theorem also gives a unified TI algorithm of the FMT problem.
Theorem 5 (Pei [16]). Suppose that R is an R-implication induced by a left continuous t-norm T, then R-type TI solution B∗ of
the FMT problem exists, and is uniquely given by the following formula:
A∗(x) = inf{R(R(A(x), B(y)), B∗(y)) | y ∈ Y}, x ∈ X. (5)
If the above theorem is applied to some special R-implications, we have the corresponding computing formulas
(see Pei [16]).
Definition 2 (Wang [24]). Suppose that A and B satisfy some condition (P). We say that an algorithm to solve the FMT
problem is P-reductive, if A∗ = Awhenever B∗ = B.
In particular, we say that a P-reductive algorithm is reductive, if the condition (P) is: B is a co-normal fuzzy subset of Y ,
i.e., there is some y0 ∈ Y such that B(y0) = 0.
Theorem 6. If R =→ is an R-implication induced by a left continuous t-norm, and R satisfies the condition
(x → 0) → 0 = x, x ∈ [0, 1],
then the R-type TI algorithm of the FMT problem is reductive.
Proof. Suppose that B∗ = B is a co-normal fuzzy set of Y , then there exists a y0 ∈ Y such that B(y0) = 0. Thus, for any
x ∈ X , by using the algorithm stated in Theorem 5, we have
A∗(x) = inf{R(R(A(x), B(y)), B∗(y)) | y ∈ Y}
≤ (A(x) → B(y0)) → B(y0)
= (A(x) → 0) → 0
= A(x)
On the other hand, for any x ∈ X , we have
A(x) → A∗(x) = inf{A(x) → R(R(A(x), B(y)), B∗(y)) | y ∈ Y} = 1.
Hence, we have A(x) ≤ A∗(x). And this completes the proof. 
For the inference model FMT, we can transform it into a model of form FMP as follows.
FMT∗: From a fuzzy rule B′ → A′ and a fuzzy input B∗ infer a fuzzy output A∗,
whereA andA∗ are two fuzzy sets on auniverseX ,B andB∗ are two fuzzy sets on another universeY , andA′ is the complement
of A, B′ is the complement of B.
Furthermore, we can solve the model FMT∗ by the TI algorithm stated in Theorem 2.
TI∗ Principle for FMT. Suppose that an operator R =→ is non-decreasing in the first variable, and R satisfies the
contrapositive symmetry (see [11]), then the solution A∗ of the FMT problem should be the smallest fuzzy set of the universe
X such that the formula (3) attains the greatest value for any x ∈ X and y ∈ Y .
Similarly, we can give the corresponding conclusions of the TI∗ algorithm and its consistency to this inference model.
3. A unified logical framework for fuzzy reasoning
In this section, we intent to build a logical framework for the TI method based on some suitable formal system of fuzzy
logic.
In order to formalize the characteristics of left-continuous t-norm based fuzzy logic, based on Hájek’s famous theory on
the basic logic system BL (see [5]), Esteva and Godo proposed an interesting formal system MTL and its three schematic
extensions WNM, IMTL and NM (see [3]).
Let S = {pi|i ∈ N} be the set of all propositional variables, and F(S) the (∧,&,→)-type free algebra generated by S∪{0}.
Also, the connectives ¬,∨,↔ are seen as derived symbols:
¬A = A → 0;
A ∨ B = ((A → B) → B) ∧ ((B → A) → A);
A ↔ B = (A → B) ∧ (B → A)
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Definition 3 (Esteva and Godo [3]). Themonoidal t-norm based logic systemMTL on F(S) consists of the axiom set Axm(MTL)
and the inference rule MP (modus ponens), where Axm(MTL) contains the following axiom schemas:
(MTL1) (A → B) → ((B → C) → (A → C));
(MTL2) A & B → A;
(MTL3) A & B → B & A;
(MTL4) A ∧ B → A;
(MTL5) A ∧ B → B ∧ A;
(MTL6) A & B → A ∧ B;
(MTL7a) (A → (B → C)) → (A & B → C));
(MTL7b) (A & B → C) → (A → (B → C));
(MTL8) ((A → B) → C) → (((B → A) → C) → C);
(MTL9) 0 → A.
Furthermore, the axiom set Axm(WNM) of the axiom systemWNMofweak nilpotent minimum logic consists of the axiom
schemas (MTL1-MTL9) and a new axiom schema:
(WNM) (A & B → 0) ∨ (A ∧ B → A & B).
The axiom set Axm(IMTL) of the axiom system IMTL of the involutive monoidal t-norm based logic consists of the axiom
schemas (MTL1-MTL9) and another new axiom schema:
(INV) ¬¬A → A.
Finally, the axiom set Axm(NM) of the axiom system NM of the nilpotent minimum logic consists of the axiom schemas
(MTL1-MTL9), (WNM) and (INV).
More terms and symbols of the formal system MTL, such as  A,   A, we refer Esteva and Godo [3].
Wang [24] proposed a new formal deductive system L∗ for fuzzy propositional calculus based on the R-implication
induced by the standard nilpotent minimum, and put semantically a reasonable logic foundation for fuzzy reasoning based
on the system L∗. Pei and Wang [17] proved the completeness of the system L∗ with respect to the semantics based on the
revised Kleene logic system [0,1] by using the Hájek’s method. This shows that the systemL∗ is a good system for fuzzy logic
and fuzzy reasoning such that it can be seen an ideal logical framework just as the Łukasiewicz axiom system, the Gödel
axiom system and the product axiom system (see [5]). Furthermore, in order to set a more strict logic foundation for fuzzy
reasoning, Pei [14] proposed a first order system K∗ and a many-sorted system K∗ms based on the system L∗, and formalized
the TI method in the framework of the systems K∗ms such that fuzzy reasoning using the TI method become formal deduction
of the system K∗ms.
We observe that the systemNM indeed is a complete formalization of the nilpotentminimums t-normbased logic [11,12].
As above mentioned, the system L∗ is a complete formalization of the standard nilpotent minimum t-norm based logic. Pei
[12] discussed the relationship between NM and L∗, and proved that the two systems are equivalent.
We know that many theorems of the Hájek’s system BL are all the theorem of MTL, naturally, WNM, IMTL
and NM.
Esteva and Godo [3] have proved that the systemMTL and IMTL are complete, WNM is semi-standard complete and NM
is standard complete.
According to the Hájek’s method, in order to put fuzzy reasoning into the framework of fuzzy logic, we extend the
systems MTL and IMTL to the corresponding first order system MTL∀ and IMTL∀ by adding the following three axiomatic
schema:
(∀1) (∀x)A(x) → A(t), t substitutable for x in A(x);
(∃1) A(t) → (∃x)A(x), t substitutable for x in A(x);
(∀2) (∀x)(A → B) → (A → (∀x)B); x not free in A.
(∃2) (∀x)(A → B) → ((∃x)A → B); x not free in B.
(∀3) (∀x)(A ∨ B) → (∀x)A ∨ B, where x is not free in B;
and the inference rule generalization (GEN): from A infer (∀x)A.
Furthermore, we extend these systems to so-calledmany-sorted first order formal systemsMTL∀ms and IMTL∀ms [5] such
that in the new systems variables and constants with different sorts and predicates with different types. This is a natural
and necessary extensions for fuzzy reasoning.
The following theorems list some important properties of the systemsMTL∀ms and IMTL∀ms whichwill be used in proofs
of main theorems of this paper. We omit the detailed proofs because these conclusions can be similarly proved as the
corresponding results in Esteva and Godo [3].
Theorem 7. In the system MTL∀ms, the following derived rules hold:
(i) (Hypothetical syllogism, HS) {A → B, B → C}  A → C.
(ii) If  A and  B, then  A ∧ B.
Theorem 8 (Substitution theorem). Suppose the formula A = f (B1, . . . , Bt) consists of sub-formulas B1, . . . , Bt through
connectives ¬,∧,∨,&,→ and Bi ≈ Ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, then A ≈ f (C1, . . . , Ct), where P ≈ Q means that  P → Q, and Q → P.
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Theorem 9. The following formulas are theorems of the system MTL∀ms:
(T1) A → A (T2) A → (B → A)
(T3) (A → (B → C)) → (B → (A → C)) (T4) (B → C) → ((A → B) → (A → C))
(T5) ¬A → (A → B) (T6) A → (B → A & B)
(T7) (A → B) → (A & C → B & C) (T8) A(x) → (∃x)A(x)
(T9) (∀x)A(x) → A(x) (T10) (∀x)A(x) → (∃x)A(x).
Theorem 10. The following formulas are theorems of the system IMTL∀ms:
(T11) (¬A → ¬B) → (B → A) (T12) (A → B) → (¬B → ¬A)
(T13) (A → ¬B) ↔ (B → ¬A) (T14) (¬A → B) ↔ (¬B → A).
Using themethodand the results givenbyHájek [5],we canprove the completeness of the systemsMTL∀ms and soundness
of the system IMTL∀ms.
Theorem 11. Suppose that T is a theory, A is a formula. Then T  A in MTL∀ms if and only if A is true in every safe L-model I of T
for every linear ordered MTL-algebra L.
Theorem 12. Suppose that T is a theory, A is a formula. If T  A in IMTL∀ms then A is true in every safe [0, 1]-model I of T.
4. Formalization of TI algorithms
In this section, based on the systems MTL∀ms and IMTL∀ms, we translate the items in fuzzy reasoning into the terms and
formulas, formalize the basic models of fuzzy reasoning, and moreover, discuss the reasonableness of the TI algorithms.
For the FMP and FMT problems, the language of the systems MTL∀ms, IMTL∀ms contains only two sorts s1 and s2.
The fuzzy setsA andBon theuniversesX andY canbeviewedas twounarypredicateswith types (s1) and (s2) respectively.
The fuzzy sentences “x is A” and “y is B” can be viewed as two atomic formulas A(x) and B(y), where x and y are two object
variables with sorts s1 and s2 respectively. So the fuzzy condition sentence “If x is A, then y is B” can be represented as
A(x) → B(y). Moreover, the FMP and FMT problems can be formalized as
Formalized FMP: From a rule A(x) → B(y) and an input A∗(x) infer an output B∗(y);
Formalized FMT: From a rule A(x) → B(y) and an input B∗(y) infer an output A∗(x),
where x is a variable with sort s1, y is a variable with sort s2, A and A
∗ are two unary predicates with the type (s1), and B, B∗
are two unary predicates with the type (s2).
In order to solve the FMP and FMT problems we indeed need to find a unary predicate B∗ or A∗ with the type (s2) or (s1)
such that some suitable conditions hold. Now let us introduce some concepts.
Definition 4. Suppose that A and A∗ are two unary predicates with the type (s1), and B is a unary predicate with the type
(s2). If in the systemMTL∀ms, there exists some unary predicate B∗ with the type (s2) such that the following two conditions
hold, then we call B∗ the formal TI solution, briefly, FTI solution of the formalized FMP problem:
(TI1)  (∀x)(∀y)((A(x) → B(y)) → (A∗(x) → B∗(y)));
(TI2) If C is any unary predicate with the type (s2) satisfying
 (∀x)(∀y)((A(x) → B(y)) → (A∗(x) → C(y))),
then  (∀y)(B∗(y) → C(y)).
Definition 5. Suppose that A is a unary predicate with the type (s1), and B and B
∗ are two unary predicates with the type
(s2). If in the system IMTL∀ms, there exists some unary predicate A∗ with the type (s1) such that the condition TI1 and the
following condition hold, then we call A∗ the formal TI solution, briefly, FTI solution of the formalized FMT problem:
(TI3) If D is any unary predicate with the type (s1) satisfying
 (∀x)(∀y)((A(x) → B(y)) → (D(x) → B∗(y))),
then  (∀x)(D(x) → A∗(x)).
Definition 6. Suppose that A is a unary predicate with the type (s1), and B and B
∗ are two unary predicates with the type
(s2). If in the system IMTL∀ms, there exists some unary predicate A∗ with the type (s1) such that the following conditions
hold, then we call A∗ the formal TI∗ solution, briefly, FTI∗ solution of the formalized FMT problem:
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(TI∗1)  (∀x)(∀y)((A(x) → B(y)) → (B∗(y) → A∗(x)));
(TI∗3) If D is any unary predicate with type (s1) with
 (∀x)(∀y)((A(x) → B(y)) → (B∗(y) → D(x))),
then  (∀x)(A∗(x) → D(x)).
For the reductivity of algorithms, we introduce the following concepts.
Definition 7. Suppose that A and A∗ are two unary predicates with the type (s1), B is a unary predicate with the type (s2),
and A is normal, i.e.,  (∃x)A(x). We say that an algorithm of the formalized FMP problem is reductive, if B∗ ≈ B (here,≈ is
the provable equivalence relation) whenever A∗ = A.
Definition 8. Suppose that A is a unary predicate with the type (s1), B and B
∗ are two unary predicates with the type (s2),
and B is co-normal, i.e.,  (∃y)¬B(y). We say that an algorithm of the formalized FMT problem is F-reductive (here, “F-” for
in the fuzzy sense), if we have A∗ ≈ Awhenever B∗ = B.
Definition 9. Suppose that A is a unary predicate with the type (s1), B and B
∗ are two unary predicates with the type (s2),
and B is co-normal. We say that an algorithm of the formalized FMT problem is T-reductive (here, “T-” for in the traditional
sense), if we have A∗ ≈ ¬Awhenever B∗ = ¬B.
Based on the systems MTL∀ms and IMTL∀ms, we can obtain the following results.
Theorem 13. In the system MTL∀ms, the FTI solution B∗ of the formalized FMP problem is given by the following formulas:
B∗ = (∃x)((A(x) → B) & A∗(x)), (6)
for variable y with the sort s2,
B∗(y) = (∃x)((A(x) → B(y)) & A∗(x)), (7)
Proof. The following formula sequence is a proof of (TI1):
1◦ (A(x) → B(y)) & A∗(x)) → (∃x)((A(x) → B(y)) & A∗(x)) (T8)
2◦ ((A(x) → B(y)) & A∗(x)) → (∃x)((A(x) → B(y)) & A∗(x))) →
((A(x) → B(y)) → (A∗(x) → (∃x)((A(x) → B(y)) & A∗(x))) (MTL7b)
3◦ (A(x) → B(y)) → (A∗(x) → (∃x)((A(x) → B(y)) & A∗(x)) (1◦, 2◦,MP)
4◦ (∀x)(∀y)((A(x) → B(y)) → (A∗(x) → (∃x)((A(x) → B(y)) & A∗(x))) (3◦, GEN)
The following formula sequence is a proof of (TI2).
1◦ (∀x)(∀y)((A(x) → B(y)) → (A∗(x) → C(y))) (Hypot.)
2◦ (A(x) → B(y)) → (A∗(x) → C(y)) (T9)
3◦ ((A(x) → B(y)) → (A∗(x) → C(y))) → ((A(x) → B(y)) & A∗(x) → C(y)) (MTL7a)
4◦ (A(x) → B(y)) & A∗(x) → C(y) (2◦, 3◦,MP)
5◦ (∀x)((A(x) → B(y)) & A∗(x) → C(y)) (4◦, GEN)
6◦ (∃x)((A(x) → B(y)) & A∗(x)) → C(y) (5◦, T10,MP)
7◦ B∗(y) → C(y) (6◦, Abbr.)
8◦ (∀y)(B∗(y) → C(y)) (7◦, GEN) 
The above theorem is a formalization of R-type TI algorithm to the FMP problem given by Theorem 2, and the following
theorem is a formalization of the R-type TI algorithm to the FMT problem given by Theorem 3.
Theorem 14. In the system IMTL∀ms, the FTI solution A∗ of the formalized FMT problem is given by the following formulas:
A∗ = (∀y)((A → B(y)) → B∗(y)), (8)
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for variable x with the sort s1,
A∗(x) = (∀y)((A(x) → B(y)) → B∗(y)). (9)
Proof. The following formula sequence is a proof of (TI1):
1◦ ((A(x) → B(y)) → B∗(y)) → ((A(x) → B(y)) → B∗(y)) (T1)
2◦ (A(x) → B(y)) → (((A(x) → B(y)) → B∗(y)) → B∗(y)) (1◦, T3,MP)
3◦ (∀v)((A(x) → B(v)) → B∗(v)) → ((A(x) → B(y)) → B∗(y)) (T9)
4◦ (((A(x) → B(y)) → B∗(y)) → B∗(y)) →
((∀v)((A(x) → B(v)) → B∗(v)) → B∗(y)) (3◦,MTL1,MP)
5◦ (A(x) → B(y)) → (A∗(x) → B∗(y)) (2◦, 3◦, 4◦,HS)
6◦ (∀x)(∀y)((A(x) → B(y)) → (A∗(x) → B∗(y))) (5◦, GEN)
The following formula sequence is a proof of (TI3).
1◦ (∀x)(∀y)((A(x) → B(y)) → (D(x) → B∗(y))) (Hypot.)
2◦ (A(x) → B(y)) → (D(x) → B∗(y)) (T9)
3◦ D(x) → ((A(x) → B(y)) → B∗(y)) (2◦, T3,MP)
4◦ (∀y)(D(x) → ((A(x) → B(y)) → B∗(y))) (3◦, GEN)
5◦ D(x) → (∀y)((A(x) → B(y)) → B∗(y)) (4◦,∀2,MP)
6◦ D(x) → A∗(x) (5◦, Abbr.)
7◦ (∀x)(D(x) → A∗(x)) (6◦, GEN) 
Using the above theorems, we can easily prove the following theorem.
Theorem 15. In the system MTL∀ms, the FTI∗ solution A∗ of the formalized FMT problem is given by the following formulas:
A∗ = (∃y)((A → B(y)) & B∗(y)), (10)
for variable x with the sort s1,
A∗(x) = (∃y)((A(x) → B(y)) & B∗(y)). (11)
Moreover, we can formalize the consistency of the TI algorithms in the systems MTL∀ms, IMTL∀ms.
Theorem 16. (i) In the system MTL∀ms, the FTI algorithm of the formalized FMP problem given by Theorem 13 is
reductive.
(ii) In the system IMTL∀ms, the FTI algorithm of the formalized FMT problem given by Theorem 14 is F-reductive.
(iii) In the system IMTL∀ms, the FTI∗ algorithm of the formalized FMT problem given by Theorem 15 is T-reductive.
Proof. We only prove (i). Suppose that A∗ = A is normal, then
B∗(y) = (∃x)((A(x) → B(y)) & A(x)).
Now we prove  (∀y)(B∗(y) → B(y)) at first.
1◦ (A(x) → B(y)) → (A(x) → B(y)) (T1)
2◦ (A(x) → B(y)) & A(x) → B(y) (1◦,MTL7a,MP)
3◦ (∀x)((A(x) → B(y)) & A(x) → B(y)) (2◦, GEN)
4◦ (∃x)((A(x) → B(y)) & A(x)) → B(y) (3◦, T10,MP)
5◦ B∗(y) → B(y) (4◦, Abbr.)
6◦ (∀y)(B∗(y) → B(y)) (5◦, GEN)
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The following formula sequence is a proof of (∀y)(B(y) → B∗(y)).
1◦ A(x) → (B(y) → A(x) & B(y)) (T6)
2◦ B(y) → (A(x) → B(y)) (T2)
3◦ A(x) & B(y) → A(x) & (A(x) → B(y)) (T7)
4◦ (B(y) → A(x) & B(y)) → (B(y) → A(x) & (A(x) → B(y))) (3◦, T4,MP)
5◦ A(x) → (B(y) → A(x) & (A(x) → B(y))) (1◦, 4◦,HS)
6◦ (A(x) → B(y)) & A(x) → (∃x)((A(x) → B(y)) & A(x)) (T8)
7◦ (B(y) → A(x) & (A(x) → B(y))) →
(B(y) → (∃x)((A(x) → B(y)) & A∗(x)) (6◦, T4,MP)
8◦ A(x) → (B(y) → B∗(y)) (1◦, 4◦, 7◦,HS, Abbr.)
9◦ (∀x)(A(x) → (B(y) → B∗(y))) (8◦, GEN)
10◦ (∃x)A(x) → (B(y) → B∗(y)) (9◦, T10,MP)
11◦ (∃x)A(x) (Hypot.)
12◦ B(y) → B∗(y) (10◦, 11◦,MP)
13◦ (∀y)(B(y) → B∗(y)) (12◦, GEN) 
It should be pointed out that for the FMT problem, the system K∗ms (or NM∀ms) is the more ideal logical framework
[14].
If we take M = [0, 1] and M-interpretation I of the logic language, then the interpretations of FTI and FTI∗ solutions of
the FMP and FMT problems given in this section just are the corresponding R-type TI and TI∗ solutions of the concise FMP
and FMT problems given in Section 3. Therefore, we have put fuzzy reasoning into the framework of pure fuzzy logic, and a
solid logic foundation has been set for the TI based fuzzy reasoning.
5. Conclusions
Fuzzy reasoning is an intelligent inferencemethodwithwide applications.However, someblemishes exist in theprinciple
of the popular CRI method of fuzzy reasoning. Thus, the implication based triple I method has been designed to improve CRI
method. The current paper reviewed the main results of the triple I method, and built a sound logical foundation for triple I
algorithms and their consistency based on the formal system of monoidal t-norm based logic and its extensions.
Pei et al. [18] considered the relationship between rough set models and topology. An interesting topic may be to inves-
tigate the logical foundation of approximate reasoning methods based on rough set theory.
Recently, fuzzy decision making becomes a hot research topic (see [2,19]). In the future research, we shall discuss the
logical rationality of existing methods of fuzzy decision making.
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